Apathy noted by Rodriguez

Five declare intentions for SLC

With only five announced candidates for the six available positions on the Student Life Council, a breakdown in the support of part of students has become increasingly necessary.

The five students who have revealed their bids to run are: Buz Imhoff, Badin Hall President, and Rich Urda, of Machinery Hall, who are running on a joint ticket; Floyd Kezele of Grace Tower; Gary Corsyn of Lyons Hall; and T.C. Treanor of Morrissey Hall.

Buz Imhoff (R) and Rich Urda announce joint candidacy for SLC representative from the South Quad.

Soviet cosmonauts launched; possible hookup Monday

MOSCOW (UPI) -- Three Soviet cosmonauts were launched into orbit yesterday aboard a spacecraft dubbed Soyuz 10 in what appeared to an international space effort.

The flight had been believed to link up with the unmanned "Salyut" satellite which was sent into orbit Monday. As usual, the Soviets did not release any advance details of the new manned flight. But the flight had been believed "imminent" ever since Salyut was fired into earth orbit on Monday.

Leonard J. Brechner, the Soviet Communist party leader, said at a conference in Sofia, Bulgaria, Wednesday that Salute was "a new important step in research and the conquest of the cosmos."

Brechner's speech underlined the current Soviet space effort is a major one and that

Salute was far from being just another unmanned Sputnik. This article is part of a continuing Observer series.

Ted, the Soviet news agency, said Soyuz 10 was fired into space at 2:34 a.m. Friday, Moscow time.

The spacecraft settled into earth orbit nine minutes later. The commander of Soyuz 10 is Col. Vladimir Shatalov, 43, a veteran of two previous Soyuz flights.

Continued on page 12

Grief comm. set up

An academic grievance committee to investigate student complaints has been established by Student Government. Assistant Academic Deans Paul Dziedzic announced yesterday.

"The committee will concern itself with the investigation of individual cases presented by students," he said.

Dziedzic rejected the proposal as unnecessary. "The University has always had the ombudsman Paul Dziedzic. According to Dziedzic, the code rejected by Hesburgh was consistent with the code had been entirely written by University President Thodore M. Hesburgh.

Mcinerney, now a law student at Notre Dame, revealed that the current code had been entirely written by University President Theodore M. Hesburgh.

Mcinerney and former Student Body Vice-President Fred Burtchaell had helped write a judicial code that had failed to pass an SLC vote prior to that body's acceptance of the present code.

"That code had an 'imminent danger' clause," Mcinerney said. "In fact, all Notre Dame Judicial Codes as far as I can remember have had clauses like that, although they weren't always called 'imminent danger.' As much as I hate to admit it, Burtchaell's right on that."
Regional Pinto Project won by ND

The University of Notre Dame has won the regional award of $1,000 for the best entry in the Pinto Project for the Academic Community sponsored by Ford Motor Company, Dr. David L. Appel, who directed the project, announced today.

The official presentation of the grant of $1,000 was made to Professor Appel, accompanied by Bob McCarthy representing Ford Motor Company, on Friday, April 1 in Dearborn, Michigan by executives of Ford Motor Company.

The grant will be made to the Marketing Department of the University of Notre Dame for use in any way the school sees fit in financing additional academic activities, Professor Appel said. The Pinto Project for the Academic Community was sponsored by Ford with the cooperation of College Marketing Corporation as an educational service, and Notre Dame was selected to participate.

Six Notre Dame seniors in Marketing undertook the Pinto Project as a course in Marketing strategy. The students, Bob Fries, Jack Hafell, Eric Korth, Bob McCarthy, Kevin Strotman, together with their faculty advisor, Dr. David L. Appel, studied all aspects of the marketing problems, and in relation to the Notre Dame market.

Notre Dame’s entry identified the potential Pinto purchaser in St. Mary’s community, analyzed his needs and his car demands and presented Ford with a complete marketing report.

The separate questionnaires concerned with discovering the students’ car-buying habits, test drive reactions, media advertising and listening habits, highlighted Notre Dame’s report.

“Thus the students developed their own project, using their own research and reference materials. This bridged the gap between classroom theory and practical application, and provided new and interesting insights for the students.”

I have not received a copy of the report, but I am sure it will be interesting reading. The winners in the 12 regions will be notified soon. The winners will receive a personal letter from Ford indicating their award and discussing any further assistance Ford might be willing to give.

Professor Appel pointed out that the Pinto Project for the Academic Community was sponsored by Ford with the cooperation of College Marketing Corporation in an outstanding marketing experiment, the purpose of which was to develop additional academic interests in the marketing field. Businessmen determined the 16 regional winners based on a detailed and comprehensive analysis of each entry. Members of the judging committees were:

Professor Harold W. Boyd, Jr., Stanford University
Professor Robert J. Holloway - University of Minnesota

Bischoff’s art

The Art Department will present Elmer Bischoff, a foremost artist of the “West Coast” school of art, as guest artist in residence for one week, Monday April 18 through Friday April 23.

Interested art majors and other students are invited to the many projects which will be on display in the Ceramics Studio. These projects will be an important part of the main features of his stay.

The significance of Bischoff’s art, essentially abstract, figurative and abstract expressionism, is the main emphasis of his work in art in spite of the trend found in modern art.

Froines

the freeing of all political prisoners

The People’s Lobby is sponsoring a lobby which will focus on, subseque

days on Churches, Congress, selective Service, the Internal Revenue Service, H.E.W. and the FBI.

May 1 marks the People’s assembly and empowerment Rock Creek Park, sponsored by the Youth Coalition.

The date is for “a mass soul rally to implement the demands of the Coalition.”

May 3 and 4 are earmarked for massive marches massive non-violent direct action at the Pentagon and Justice Department.

May 5 is the date for a nationwide mass demonstration commemorating the killings of students at Jackson and Kent State.

ND-SMC Theatre presents

The Musical Comedy Show: Bern, Music and

LIONEL BATT

OLIVER!

May 1, 4, 7 at 8:30 p.m. May 2

12:30 p.m. O’Toole Hatch Auditorium; Information: 384-4176
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THE OBSERVER

An Tostal means “The Festival” in Gaelic and what better chance to make fest than the weekend of April 29, 30, and May 1. The Scholastic (Nay 16, 1968) considered it a “splashing success,” and J.E. Brogan, campus critic-at-large, called it “a daz­zling ode to sun and surf.”

This year we hope that you too will agree with these learned sources after joining in the fun. The cost this year (completely unaffected by inflation) will remain the same—$0.00.

This year An Tostal will again be expanded probably due to inflation to include an Im­personation Contest, Ben-Hur Chariot Race, Old Tire Race, Moon Ball, and Kite Flying.

A forthcoming booklet by Jim E. Brogan will carry a full description of An Tostal weekend. Use it for any easy reference during the weekend.

Jim E. Brogan
Kiss record on line

What follows is a poignant interview by noted campus authority Jim E. Brogan. In this interview he matches wits with the winner of last year’s An Tostal Kissing Marathon, senior J. T. Lyons III. Mr. Lyons will attempt to break his record-winning kiss of 6 hours and 35 minutes on next Friday, April 30.

Q. It generally takes 2 people to kiss. Who was your partner last year?

A. It can vary is that her name was Peggy.

Q. Is this because you are the love them and leave them type?

A. No, actually I would rather not release her name to the public. She is rather shy, and unlike myself shuns publicity for doing something that comes so naturally to her. However, I am free to say that she is a sophomore at St. Mary’s.

Q. Is it true that this mysterious blond haired, blue eyed Peggy has retired from competition and will not return to defend her title?

A. That’s right, Jim E., but she has volunteered to be a judge for the contest, due to her record breaking status. And of course she is dying to participate in the rest of the An Tostal events.

Q. Does this mean that you will not be in the contest this year?

A. No, I am importing a hometown hooey especially for the Irish weekend. Her nickname is the “Fat Rabbit” and she is arriving here next Friday to help defend my title.

Q. I have been led to believe that this so called Fat Rabbit is actually your fiance.

A. Yes, she has been my trainer and coach since high school. As a matter of fact we had a few training sessions during the last vacations.

Q. What is your family background like? Is your whole family as affectionate as you are?

A. Yes, we are a very close knit family. Why father and mother stand in the kitchen kissing for half an hour every night after my father gets home from work. But my father has given all genetic credit to my mother for my kissing endurance. Her side of the family has always been affectionate.

Q. Are they “only lips my touch” kissers, as is required in the marathon rules.

A. They generally don’t follow the marathon rules, in fact sometimes there is even quite a bit of hugging. But their boys always follow the rules.

Q. How did it feel last year to be kissed for so long?

A. It was only 6 hours and 35 minutes.

Q. Did you get hungry at all?

A. No, the thought of winning was foremost in my mind. Hunger was not even present. As a golfer and a varsity fencer, victory is always paramount in my mind. Kissing is no different. In fact I could have gone another 6 hours.

Q. It was reported to me that SW Texas State, as well as Eastern Washington State College and UCLA have topped your osculating record.

A. As far as I know I am the official record holder for the USA in this event. At other schools as far as I know, the couples were either allowed to take breaks, or were allowed to shamelessly embrace.

Q. Then this is the Original Kissing Marathon?

A. Yes, last year it started right here at Notre Dame. After many years of being relegated to club status it was finally elevated to a varsity sport. Now many other schools have tried to follow suit. Notre Dame was definitely the trend setter.

Q. Have you been preparing at all for this year’s competition?

A. Yes, I have been jogging down to Leeper Park late at night, as well as sealing all my letters, even to my draft board, with a kiss.

Q. What is your biggest problem when in actual competition?

A. Muscle strain. The human body is not used to maintaining the same position continuously for long periods of time, and must eventually move around, even when asleep. So having to kiss in awkward positions for hours leaves one sore and completely drained of strength.

Q. What was the kissing like?

A. Actually not too bad, although our lips were quite swollen for a long time afterwards. We were able to communicate in mumbles to inspire each other, and this was a great help.

Q. While kissing were you at all worried about becoming passion’s plaything?

A. Yes, it is a challenge that I am ready to break my last year’s record.

At Christmas we choose Santa Clause, but in spring we only pick-nick. “Can you surrey? Can you picnic?” Yes, a steen real picnic right here at Notre Dame. The Fifth Dimension won’t be there, but a thousand Domers and an equal number of beauties will remain.
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Q. Then this is the Original Kissing Marathon?

A. Yes, last year it started right here at Notre Dame. After many years of being relegated to club status it was finally elevated to a varsity sport. Now many other schools have tried to follow suit. Notre Dame was definitely the trend setter.

Q. Have you been preparing at all for this year’s competition?

A. Yes, I have been jogging down to Leeper Park late at night, as well as sealing all my letters, even to my draft board, with a kiss.

Q. What is your biggest problem when in actual competition?

A. Muscle strain. The human body is not used to maintaining the same position continuously for long periods of time, and must eventually move around, even when asleep. So having to kiss in awkward positions for hours leaves one sore and completely drained of strength.

Q. What was the kissing like?

A. Actually not too bad, although our lips were quite swollen for a long time afterwards. We were able to communicate in mumbles to inspire each other, and this was a great help.

Q. While kissing were you at all worried about becoming passion’s plaything?

A. No realizing that we had to last for 6 hours, there was no room for any human weaknesses to interfere with winning. It was a challenge and we met the challenge.

Q. How does this year competition look?

A. Interest is running high. I understand that one junior who is planning on entering spent all last year studying abroad in France, so I am sure he and many others will be ready for the marathon. Myself, I am ready to break my last year’s record.
LEOSE 20 POUNDS IN TWO WEEKS!

Famous U.S. Women Ski Team Diet

During the non-snow off season the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team members go on the "Ski Team" diet to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. That's right! 20 pounds in 24 days! The basis of this diet is chemical food action and was devised by a famous Colorado physician especially for the U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy is maintained very importantly while reducing. You keep "full" - no starvation - because the diet is designed that way! It's a diet that is easy to follow whether you work, travel or stay at home.

This is, honestly, a fantastically successful diet if it wasn't the U.S. Women's Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it! Right? So, give yourself the same break the U.S. Ski Team girls. Lose weight scientifically, proven way. Even if you've tried all the other diets, you owe it to yourself to try the U.S. Women's Ski Team Diet. That's if, you really do want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. Order today. Tear this out as a reminder.

Send only $10.00 ($3.25 for Rush Service) - cash or O.K. (or=scissored checks, Team Diet, 279 Sheffield Dr., Dept. AK, Santa Barbara, Calif. 93103). Don't order unless you expect to lose 20 pounds in two weeks! Because that's when the Ski Team Diet will start signing their name to a list in Raymonds "office of the president of the student Council."

On May 6, ballot boxes will be distributed in either the lobby of the Harley building or the Library building from 8 a.m. until 4 p.m. The students can vote on receiving the greatest number of votes. The two will be elected. No write-in votes will be counted.

From the two elected undergraduates, the president of the Student Council, the Academic Council, the Business Council and an elected student graduate will sit on the council. Thus, the council, which will include three representatives: three undergraduates, two graduate students.

Donoghue explained that many students direct serious criticism at the college, unaware that it is not to blame.

Draft extended 2 yrs.

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The Senate Armed Services Committee voted Thursday to extend draft two years and increase military pay to levels Nixon administration hopes will produce a volunteer army by 1972.

The committee voted 13 to 2 to extend the Selective Service Act two years and increase military pay to levels Nixon administration hopes will produce a volunteer army by 1972.

The Senate version also includes a provision that has been a chief reason why the House has not acted on the draft issue for the past two months.

At least one more committee vote will be necessary to vote on final passage. Under the draft plan, including the administration's plan for the next two years is not to exceed 250,000 men.

Sr. Alma seeks top spot; sees 'exciting' SMC future

The following is an article which was given to the Observer by Sr. Alma Peter, Acting President of St. Mary's College. It was handed to an Observer reporter by Sr. Anna in her office in the window yesterday. The article, as Sr. Alma requested, is here with reprinted in full. The use of third person is Sister's own -ed.

This is a second article in regard to the search for a President for SMC. The first article last Friday contained an error. It stated that one of the first acts of Sister Alma after she was appointed by the voting president last summer was the creation of a Presidential Search Committee. Sister has informed us that this committee was appointed by the board of Trustees. She was named chairman of the committee at that time and remained chairman over the summer and on into September. When the autumn session began and the no-vote situation continued, she was asked to continue to serve and in the meantime join the search committee. She has agreed.

The second article, written by Sister Alma, includes a major statement about the search for a President for SMC. The article also contains a few personal comments about the search committee and their work so far.

Sr. Alma, one of the most influential people on the campus, has been a member of the Academic Affairs Council for the past few years. She has served as President of the Academic Affairs Council and has been a member of the President's Council.

She has been very active in the campaign for a new President for SMC. She has been a member of the committee that is responsible for the search for a new President.
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S. Bend C of C meets SMC-ABCW reps

In an effort to mediate the stalemate between the St. Mary's administration and the black students on that campus, the South Bend Chamber of Commerce has offered its services. Yesterday afternoon, Steven T. McTigue, a representative for the civic organization, confirmed that one attempt at communication was made last Tuesday afternoon.

McTigue explained that the Chamber of Commerce would now be called to another meeting "to try and alleviate the amount of miscommunication that was occurring. I was talking about the program and problems of the black students at St. Mary's. We wanted to hear both sides."

He indicated that the only information that the Chamber of Commerce could obtain was from the South Bend Tribune.

At the meeting, both the administration and Miss Susan Jackson, president of the African-American Women, presented their demands. According to those in attendance, the administration cited several problems of increased minority recruitment. These included a lack of black students compatible with St. Mary's academic requirements, financial problems, and the presentation of seven demands which the ABCW made last March. The demands which included the establishment of a black student affairs office, the hiring of two additional black faculty members and the increased black recruitment have yet to be acted on.

Miss Jackson reiterated the seven demands which the ABCW presented to the administration yesterday. The demands which the Chamber of Commerce would evaluate the present alleged discrepancy between written and practiced policies regarding the black students. Miss Jackson, said the Chamber of Commerce suggested that another committee be formed to study the situation. (In response to the black students' demands, Acting President Sir. Alma Peter created a committee to force to study the situation and report on her by April first. Most of the members resigned, however, because they did not think that the committee's suggestions would be seriously acted on by the present administration.)

The committee appointed by the Chamber of Commerce would be held at 2:00 P.M. STUDENTS with the Superintendency of the Superintendent of SBP and former President Dr. George L. Hart Jr. dissolved his order as originally initiated by the Justice Department partially because "the situation. They decided to investigate the charges and report to Miss Jackson at the next trustee meeting, presently scheduled for early May. "There isn't a communications problem," she said yesterday. "The problem is that this college is racist. They don't want to face the issue. They want to intellectualize instead of solving the problem."

She said that the Chamber of Commerce suggested that another committee be formed to study the situation. "In response to the black students' demands, Acting President Sir. Alma Peter created a committee to force to study the situation and report on her by April first. Most of the members resigned, however, because they did not think that the committee's suggestions would be seriously acted on by the present administration."

The committee appointed by the Chamber of Commerce would have been organized to inform the student body of what is planned for the coed future of St. Mary's. Coeducation (censored) would be held at 7:00 P.M.

Coeducation (Censored), a forum to be held at 2:00 P.M. Stimulated by the South Bend Tribune that was occurring downtown, speakers at the forum include Sister Marie Eileen, Father Charles J. Mann of St. Mary's, SPB Kathy Barlow, Notre Dame SPB John Barkett, Coeducation Committee chairman, Mrs. Helen Williams, Mrs. Ann Walsh and former SPB Dave Kraxna.

These speakers will cover various topics, such as the psychology of coeducation, the educational and financial aspects and student opinion.

The program will also feature other speakers such as Susie Kellow, Carol Lacey, Rita Walt and Curt Blais, Bob Munitz and Tom Rocha.

WASHINGTON: Antiwar veterans voted Wednesday to sleep at their camp out at the foot of Capitol Hill in defiance of a Supreme Court ban and the advice of their lawyer, former Attorney General Ramsey Clark.

Protesters arrested; veterans camp out

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Police arrested 111 antiwar demonstrators on disorderly conduct charges at a Supreme Court rally yesterday, but it was learned that President Nixon personally authorized protesting Vietnam veterans to camp out on the mall in defiance of a court order.

Insiders at the White House said Nixon passed the word "without fanfare" to permit the veterans to remain at their camp out since the capitol will be closed on Memorial Day.

"If you did not wish to enforce the deadline, you should have come to this court and ask to have the injunction dissolved," Judge Hart told Gray.

"This is a position this country cannot tolerate and live with."

ROGERS OPTICAL!
Complete Spectacle Service
Glass Replacements
Your Doctor's RX filled

Largest selection of wires

214 S. Michigan (next to State Theatre) 293-7899

A college graduate just doesn't get the warm welcome he used to.

There's a lot of competition in the job market today. And a college degree alone doesn't carry as much weight with some employers.

That's why Honeywell developed their Postgraduate Studies Program. A program designed exclusively for college graduates. The purpose is to find what works best for you. If you can qualify you'll be ready to learn computer skills that can be used by computer manufacturers and leading educators.

Honeywell.

You'll be ready to start right off in the fastest growing industry around. An industry that doubles in size and opportunity every five years.

The salary won't be any brass bands around to greet you, but you will get a warm handshake. All you have to do is mail this coupon. (call 312) 268 0011.

Admissions Officer, Postgraduate Studies Program, Honeywell Corporation, 123 North La Salle St. Chicago, Illinois 60602.

Day Evening classes.

Name.

Address.

Phone.

Approved for veterans.

The Other Computer Company, Honeywell

Approved by the Office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction State of Illinois.
Imminent Danger?

or

How to polish up the Dome after a drug raid

It is easy to understand why the Provost refused to endorse the definition of the "imminent danger" clause recently drawn up by the Student Government Ombudsman.

Such a move would have cramped Fr. Burchell's style and forced him to conform to some kind of standard before handing down dictums ordering students suspended.

It was good of the Provost to commend Paul Dzielzak for a good job yet at the same time refuse to do anything that would have given it validity.

The most ludicrous aspect of this entire charade is that the "imminent danger" clause, through the way it was used, benefited no one, not the students nor the administration and certainly not the accused.

If a student, through his actions, is judged an imminent danger to the community by our august and noble administrators the Dean of Students suspends him. Yet what does the suspension entail?

In the case of the three of the four students involved in the drug case it meant a free at the same time to perpetrate whatever harm the administration felt that had been done in the first place.

What purposes did their suspensions serve? All three were judged by the Provost and Dean of Students to be imminent dangers to the university community. Yet all three were free to remain on campus and attend classes, and free at the same time to perpetrate whatever harm the administration felt that had been done in the first place.

Most likely though it was beneficial to the Provost and other esteemed members of the administration when questioned by irate alumni and other supporters, to be able to point to the fact that the four students, who had been arrested for drugs, had been suspended.

Notre Dame's image thus, was reasserted, after the embarrassment of a drug raid, by quick action against the evil doers. Even if it means praying for divine intervention we feel the SLC should take the Ombudsman's definition of the imminent danger clause and re-work it to read that if the Dean of Students does suspend someone as an "imminent danger to the university" he should be forced, within 72 hours of his action, to justify it before the appeals board.

In this way the rights of the students, especially the innocent ones, would be amply protected and they would not be forced to suffer through a period of uncertainty merely to act as a public relations sop.

For the duration of the SLC elections all editorials will be written by the editor.
In a single file, they seem to come these days: the young men seeking a chaplain's testimony as to their confirmation in the gentle ways of peace. Daily, letters go out to draft boards, filled with insights offered by chaps who have tried to catch glimpses of themselves in the mirror of the non-violent way, and who ultimately ground their commitment to pacifism on the ethic of the Galilean teacher whose anger is imaged in the Passion-story of our religious imagination. In all the stories of our religious imagination, we find myself to the non-violent ways: not from an ethic of Service, but as His enemy from whom He shielded the children to know that the triumph of Israel involved great sorrow in the family life of Egypt. If we must grant the existence of the Passover, we don't want them fearing God as a murdering bully Who strikes down toddlers and eats them in their hairbreadth. So, in telling the story of the Passover, I covered up for God. I spoke of death not as His punishment but as His enemy from whom He shielded the Hebrew families, so that no bright little guy would wonder if He couldn't have loved the Egyptian first-borns enough to save them too. As part of the visual setting of the Liturgy, we used lamb-sheep cakes bought at a pastry shop, and I hoped that later a knife slicing through the coconuts and white flesh would suggest nothing to them of the smell of blood and human destruction.

As to the crucifixion, all of us adult Catholics have been conditioned to be realistic about the events of that brutal Friday, styled as anticiptic crucifixes, jeweled or lacquered, have taught us to live with the fact of that criminal execution without ever hearing the crunch of iron against bone, or thinking of flesh ripped by a spear of wood. An adult may speak of the Christ-death to children, but he blurs the details as he does so, and he bribes the youngest imagination with the promise of the Easter bunny, before the horror can be faced. Even as we celebrate its beginning with all its violence, so that it can rank with such child-culture as the Velveteen Rabbit and the Grinch Who Stole Christmas, we wonder: Who is this God that we must cover for Him? Why must there be such violence in the life of God with man? Who is this Father Who could not spare putting His own Son to the word of the Cross?

In creation itself, where God is also revealed, ferociousness as well as beauty is shown forth in the life of the world. The earth is not entirely a ballet of birds, and saints devout before the morning sky and sun rise. Under the greenery of flowers, there is a level of life that is predatory and cannibal, so that some have been brought about the demonism that seems to lurk at the heart of life, and they wonder if the Creator is indifferent to the agonies of a universe that seems to have been formed out of cruelty as much as from love. In the end, it is always the Easter Christ Who speaks the final word: Peace! Peace to the soldiers in battle; Peace! to the child who dies and the parent who watches; Peace! to the fear of the lonely, and the aged; Peace! to the cold and hungry people; Peace! to the widow and her children; peace to the restless dead. In the face of all the evidence to the contrary, Peace be to you from God our Father through our Lord Jesus Christ, Whom we adore, with all the saints. Amen.

In a single file, the young men come these days, seeking the gentle ways of peace. In the name of the Paschal Lamb now risen, under the covenant of the Blood of the Lamb, the letters to draft boards are given.

But as we celebrate the Passover in the gestures of peace, let us celebrate the Paschal Lamb, and there is weeping for the first-born who have died. As for you, the passover, it is the flesh of new-borns, it is the blood of the Lamb, and sinners who have died under the curse of God, and sinners who have died under the curse of God.

Q. The word of God is Jesus Christ, but His death was the beginning of the kingdom of God. Why did He have to die? A. The word of the Lamb is Jesus Christ, but His death was the beginning of the kingdom of God. Why did He have to die?
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Letters to the editor

Editor:
The Refugee Aid Program warrants consideration by the students, faculty and administration of this university. The humanitarian effort started by the students, faculty and administration, which has been transplanted throughout the United States, has been recognized as an important contribution to the nation. In addition, the program has provided an opportunity for students to participate in a meaningful way in the struggle for civil rights and human rights. The program has also provided a means for students to become involved in the political process and to develop leadership skills.

I am asking you to consider doing the same.

Sincerely yours,

John Smith

Editor:
Not that it will make any difference, but I thought the "community" would be interested to know that, on the weekend before this last, a highly placed well-known faculty member was picked up by the Roseland Police. This person has been arrested for drunkenness, assaulting an officer, and abusive language. This person has been placed well-known faculty and is a clear and present danger to the health and safety of the campus.

Corey Allen

Editor:
I feel obligated to correct some errors and misstatements in your article concerning Schadeke's plans for next year (April 14) and in the editorial which followed.

The article's author was not named, so it is impossible to fix any blame; however, I never "revealed" any information about your staff. I told about the problems with the magazine's budget in my editorial. I also want to mention that the magazine's budget would be less next year than it was this year. The change is based on the existence of surplus in this year's fund, and in no way related to the new editors' decision to go bi-weekly. The latter reflects a change in editorial and staff policy, nothing more. Furthermore, the magazine will not "begin using cheaper paper."

GINGISS
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US 31 N.

G held for 71

Call Bob Sullivan for Free Demonstration Ride and Info
Bill Elder Olds Cadillac - Elkhart, Ind.
WASHINGTON (UPI) — House Democratic leader Hale Boggs, citing a long list of alleged FBI abuses of freedom, renewed his demand for the ouster of Director J. Edgar Hoover yesterday and called for a top level inquiry into the agency's actions.

The Louisiana lawmaker said the 76 year old Hoover had built the FBI into a secret police force “which threatens to place in jeopardy those rights and those liberties essential to the survival of our system.”

FBI defenders promptly protested that Boggs, in an hour long speech to the House, had failed to substantiate his earlier charge that the FBI had tapped either his phone or those of any other House or Senate member.

“I am shocked, disgusted and nauseated by the stench of red dating back many years, in which our presumed masters in the Justice Department and besmirched their reputation,” said Rep. Lawrence J. Hogan, D Md., in his opening remarks.

Rep. Samuel L. Devine, D Ohio, thought the FBI had “tapped congressional phones and other wiretapping devices, but who was to know about it?”

Boggs cited a long list of cases, “which he said now threaten the survival of our system.”

After Boggs made his first charges on the House floor April 5, they were denied by the White House, Attorney General John N. Mitchell and the FBI itself. Moreover, many of Boggs colleagues expressed skepticism.

Boggs told the House that it was shortly after he had expressed outrage at the FBI’s “seige” against the office of speaker John McCormack, that he himself had been under surveillance.

First, said Boggs, FBI agents came to the Capitol demanding records of his long distance calls for four years. When he refused, he said the agents got the records they sought from the telephone company.

Over a period of two months, at the start of the 1970 election year, Boggs said agents went down the list of those shown to have been called in his congressional district, asking if in fact on the dates specified they had received calls from his congressional team.

Needs of Suspension

“As members can well imagine, the result was to sow seeds of suspicion, black-mail and ‘closer and closer surveillance’ of not only the deeds, but the words and thoughts,” of the American people generally,” he said.

He said Congress had allowed the FBI to intrude under the guise of presumed masters in the Justice Department.

Now, he said, it was time for a presidential commission “to go to the core of this cancer and remove it before the poison spreads further.”

Phone Tapped

His own home telephone was tapped, Boggs declared, implying without specifically “proving that the tap was applied by the FBI.

The apparent aim of Hoover’s surveillance campaign, said Boggs, was not so much to seek out evidence of probable crime but to intimidate lawmakers into silence about their fears of growing FBI powers.

He blamed Congress itself for creating this “secret police” which he said now threaten the fundamental liberties of Americans.

“We have permitted to come into being a power and a force within the government for which no one is accountable and of which no one is knowledgeable,” said Boggs.

Dangerous Power

“This is a power which threatens the very life of our democracy,” he said.

Boggs said that for four years he had reported such wiretaps to no avail.

“Today, there are members of this body so imprisoned by the climate of fear that they will not use their telephones for the conduct of normal business with constituents or fellow members.”

“Human’ chess game
to aid cancer society

Senior Bob Mastro today announced that Notre Dame will hold its first “human chess game” on Friday and Saturday, May 7 and 8, on the field between the towers and the library. The chess game was originally conceived as a means of raising fund for the American Cancer Society.

Mastro hoped that as many clubs and organizations and self-organized teams from halls and sections as possible would participate in the tournament. As a motivation for participation there will be two prizes offered, each member of the first place team would receive a polaroid color camera or its cash equivalent and each second place team member a case of beer or its cash equivalent. An additional rotating trophy will be awarded to the winner each year.

The Tournament, as presently planned, will be a regular elimination tournament. Each team consists of eighteen men each person representing a piece on the board with two persons designated as the movers. Identification will be provided by the tournament coordinator, Bob Mastro, Jim Potonnach, Maureen O’Grady, Beth Warren.

The two sets of team movers will be provided with stands on adjacent sides of the field-board on which to keep track of moves. Rules will be given to teams upon registration as to time limits for moves and specific game rules.

There will be tournament fee of 20 cents per person. In the event that a club team(s) registers, any amount over the specified entry fee will be accepted as a private donation to the American Cancer Society with suitable receipt in their name. The 20 cents player fee will go toward covering expenses of running the game. Three bands will entertain intermittently.

First and second place prizes will be presented Saturday at 3:30 p.m. under the statue of Moses in front of the Library. For information call Bob Mastro, 1681, Jim Potonnach, 1655, or Maureen O’Grady, 6285.

POPE PAUL SPEAKS TO NOTRE DAME STUDENTS

Will You Listen To Him

To be a Christian

Notice how the voice of the young had its vital importance in the recognition of Jesus as Messiah, as Christ, Master and Saviour of the world.

And it is for this reason that young people are called, along with the liturgical ceremony which recalls this gospel event, Yes, but not for purely sentimental or constructive reasons, but for a very special reason precisely for you, the young generation of today. And it is that you might make, as did those of the gospel scene, your choice. What choice? That of Christ. Listen carefully. Christ has already chosen you. You are already chosen by Christ. But what type of Christian? To be a Christian is no small thing; it is already part and parcel of the history of salvation; it is to have already a conception of the world, and of our existence, of past history and of future destinies; it is to already have a binding programme of life, that is to believe, to work, to hope, to love. And so indeed, I repeat: what kind of Christian are you? The point is not, how do many other Christians behave? Rather each must look to himself, to his own behaviour. See, there are many different forms of Christianity among the young with respect to Christian living. Let us make a summary classification.

There is the true Christian, that is, the one who listens to My words. Or the false Christian, that is, the one who does not listen, or the one who listens to My words but not to My spirit.

It is to be a Christian, and he has to live in a certain manner with a certain style which distinguishes him. Among us, however, if often happens that to be a Christian means nothing, zero. And so often a Christian is living contradicted, because he contradicts by his very own way of thinking and of living, that great preponderant of his: to be a son of God, to be a brother of Christ, to be a shining light in whom burn the Holy Spirit's grace, to be a member of the Church, a man who knows how he should live and where he should be going, how and when. In this sense, a Christian is a logical, coherent, responsible, free, and at the same time, faithful man. Not a zero man, indifferent, insignificant, unconscious, with his head in a sack. Are we agreed?

Jesus was arrested, tried, crucified; but on the third day he rose: it was not a small thing! Christianity, the Church, the Divine Life communicated to those who believe, wholly and forever, and the Church, the Divine Life, has never wished to institute a Mass of the dead, and the Church, the Divine Life, has never wished to institute a Mass of the living. It does not happen in the mission countries: there a Christian is a Christian, and he has to live in a certain manner with a certain style which distinguishes him. Among us, however, if often happens that to be a Christian means nothing, zero. And so often a Christian is living contradicted, because he contradicts by his very own way of thinking and of living, that great preponderant of his: to be a son of God, to be a brother of Christ, to be a shining light in whom burn the Holy Spirit's grace, to be a member of the Church, a man who knows how he should live and where he should be going. There is no zero man, indifferent, insignificant, unconscious, with his head in a sack. Are we agreed?

There is a second category and is that which the gospel calls men of "reeds", of the reeds which are moved by the wind (cf. Matt. 11, 7). Reeds which bend whatever the wind blows. Men who identify themselves to an extent with others, who do not want to be firm and strong, who want to be part of this moral "leadership", who are so easily led, that they do not think, that they do not want to be strong and independent towards the alleluia which they know, the family, the society, seeing its deflections and feeling themselves to be in the shade, seeking to liberate themselves, to resolve themselves, to become enlightened, revolutionary, demanding. But then where? They flock with those who are played upon and follow the passing fashions, becoming a mediocrity, without their own values or meaning, content with mediocrity, with steady falsity and false heroism. Perhaps you yourselves know some people who go by the label "reeds", who bend like "reeds".

But the moment comes in which it is necessary to be a "person", that is, men who live according to given principles, according to cardinal ideas, according to enlightened ideas, according to ideas of some strength. Men who have made their choice: and according to this choice they walk and live. And this is the first category which is of Christian believers and Christian youth. Your, dear sons and friends!

Hear this: can one live without principles? The question may be put in this way: can one live without "chicken"? And how many people walk in darkness. I want to believe that you are intelligent enough to comprehend, to understand, that our life is full of obscurity, of doubt, of mystery. It is more like night than day. Many things are śmooth, so many beautiful things, but it is properly that which we know, also by study, science and practice which gives one this impression, the experience of being in a noontime, doorful, ignorant, secret, mistrust, values, foolishness, logical, perhaps vain, perhaps senseless.

The true light

And then: the light comes! A light which is called the Light of the World, who has said: "I am the light of the world" (cf. Jn. 8, 12; 13, 40, 46). This is the Messiah, the King, the Man, perhaps the King of the Hebrews, who, having conquered the enemies of his people, had given them a light for the people. They expected the Messiah, that is, the true Son of God: the Priest, the King, the Prophet, the "servant of God", the Scepter of Man, through whom, and in whom would be concentrated, the King, the Prophet, the Priest, the Virgin. They expected the Messiah, that is, the true Son of God, the true Messiah, as the New King, the New Messiah, a new son of God, to be a brother of Christ, to be a shining light in whom burn the Holy Spirit's grace, to be a member of the Church, a man who knows how he should live and where he should be going. There is no zero man, indifferent, insignificant, unconscious, with his head in a sack. Are we agreed?
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DiNardo, Kos must be replaced

by Jim Donaldson
Observer Sports Editor

Back in the days when a legend might be brought to his knees by the football practices at Carter Field he had four chap men named Rockne, Stuhldreher, Yeary, and Scholl who somehow measured some degree of renown in the football world. And back then, football was played on the gridiron and, midway through the Fall of 1924, their leather helmets were starting to get a bit tight on their heads. Rockne, the new coach, was determined to bring his stars back to reality.

The offensive line on that '24 team was so good that Rockne himself had given up on it, and even though he had four chaps by the name of Rockne was directing the team, in the same back­

field. That quartet had gained some measure of renown in the country. Known as the "Seven Mules," they had a dependable line and a consistent opened gaping holes for the Irish running game. But the publicity the linemen received for their efforts was hardly equal to that bestowed on the backfield phenoms.

At a rate, Rockne sent his Four Horsemen into a game that the Irish fans were to see three times this season line and, in several attempts, they were unable to make a first down. With a 6-0 lead, Rockne sent the Seven Mules into the game and Notre Dame went on to make a large number of points, though not of moral nature.

Rockne proved, as any student of the pigskin sport knows, that the offensive line was the running back, he's not going anywhere if the three back men aren't running. And, to do this, he was willing to bring his stars back to reality.

The offensive line on that '24 team was so good that Rockne himself had given up on it, and even though he had four chaps by the name of Rockne was directing the team, in the same back­

field. That quartet had gained some measure of renown in the country. Known as the "Seven Mules," they had a dependable line and a consistent opened gaping holes for the Irish running game. But the publicity the linemen received for their efforts was hardly equal to that bestowed on the backfield phenoms.

At a rate, Rockne sent his Four Horsemen into a game that the Irish fans were to see three times this season line and, in several attempts, they were unable to make a first down. With a 6-0 lead, Rockne sent the Seven Mules into the game and Notre Dame went on to make a large number of points, though not of moral nature.

Rockne proved, as any student of the pigskin sport knows, that the offensive line was the running back, he's not going anywhere if the three back men aren't running. And, to do this, he was willing to bring his stars back to reality.

Jim Humbert, a junior with 186 minutes of playing time, is the most experience among the returning players. He was moved to guard by DiNardo and Kos. Denny Geary was the team's top offensive tackle and corner back. He is a frontrunner for a starting guard berth, as is junior Tom Bolger. But still the top freshman prospect, although he was hampered with an injury this Spring, and Tom Bolger is another likely candidate.

Offensive line coach Wally Holmes has his work on the day with the difficulty of replacing two players as talented as the duo of Rockne and Stuhldreher.

"It'll be a great problem to replace those two players," Moore said. "They had three years of experience together."

"A new man has to learn his job," Moore continued. "We do it the way we've been taught in the background needed but experience is the best teacher." 

Coach Moore has been experimenting with sophomore Larry Moore, a guard at tackle last season, at the right guard spot in an attempt to find

Weekend sports action

The Irish tennis team, which has racked up an impressive 7-1 record since returning from a Spring trip to California, faces a busy weekend.

Coach Tom Fallini's netmen will host Northern Illinois Friday at 3 p.m., then play two matches on both Saturday and Sunday.

The Bobcats, 14-3 overall, are 6-0 at home and are not even a cinch to be able to turn on the shower buckets behind, and is not even a cinch to be able to turn on the shower

There is also this dream I have of an announcing team trying to keep up with the patrons from falling asleep at a description of a particularly drab

Sandy throws. My only interest is in making sure anything Sandy

The Irish have just one regular, second baseman Bill Schom, hitting over .300, but veterans Phil Krill, Chuck Haran, and Bob Boenker have given inci­dences of breaking out of hitting slumps.

College, beaten 8-2 last weekend by the Notre Dame "B" squad, will attempt to average 5-2 record and that will host Notre Dame in a 2 p.m. contest Saturday behind Stepan Center.

The Irish lacrosse team will face off against the Fighting Irish Saturday at 6:30 at the Montreal Forum.

The Irish packed with some more than capable

The N.D. lacrosse team, hoping to face the toughest of the Big Ten power Iowa will invade

The Irish will attempt to climb near the top of the Midwest.

The Bobcats, 14-3 overall, are 6-0 at home and are not even a cinch to be able to turn on the shower buckets behind, and is not even a cinch to be able to turn on the shower
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The Irish have just one regular, second baseman Bill Schom, hitting over .300, but veterans Phil Krill, Chuck Haran, and Bob Boenker have given inci­dences of breaking out of hitting slumps.

Coach Jake Kline

The Irish rugby club plays in its only home match this weekend, taking on the ruggers from Palmier Chiropractic of Davenport, Iowa, Sunday, behind Stepan Center.

The Irish lacrosse team, hoping to face the toughest of the Big Ten power Iowa will invade
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The Irish have just one regular, second baseman Bill Schom, hitting over .300, but veterans Phil Krill, Chuck Haran, and Bob Boenker have given inci­dences of breaking out of hitting slumps.

Kline will probably start senior right-hander Bill Schmitz and Sophomore Mike Siddell against the Bobcats. Schmitz and Riddell have combined a 2-7 record but have 24 starts between them. Both carry their share of ERA marks. No who gained a 5-2 win against the Irish in a 2-7 record but have 24 starts between them. Both carry their share of ERA marks. No who gained a 5-2 win against the Irish in
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SCL hopes fall campaign's success drawn from joining Reform

Continued from page 1

prompted him to run for re-election. "If I am elected I hope to bring about some continuity to the SLC," he explained. Kezel said that in previous years the typical work of the SLC has been too "fragmented" by the influx of new candidates.

"With my experience I can help the students' point of view" Kezel explained, and added that some of his plans include taking action on judicial reform and drug policy.

Kezel is currently chairman of the steering committee which is now considering the task of reforming the SLC. He does not feel that the number of members sitting on the Council is too large, in fact, he said the problem lies in the fact that "not enough homework is being done."

Kezel summed up his position by saying that "the main reason I am running is experience. I've seen the problems of inefficiency in the Council, and the problems of the University, and I think that with my experience I could be more effective in finding solutions for both."

All of the candidates will officially begin their campaigns on main this Saturday, with the deadline set at 2:00 A.M. the following Wednesday. Petitions will take place on Wednesday in the residence halls and off-campus offices during the lunch and dinner hours. The election committee is asking for the aid of the student body and cooperation of the hall presidents in this matter.

At the same time on Wednesday, students will be able to vote for their class officers for the coming year. To date, a poor turnout of candidates for class elections has been reported. Orlando Rodriguez revealed that "only about seven or eight petitions have been picked up for class elections."

The petition deadline and campaign schedule for class elections is the same as for SLC elections.

Rodriguez stated that any questions concerning the elections should be referred to the student government secretary or any member of the election committee. The committee includes Jim Clark and Bob Sauer, as well as Rodriguez.

Three faculty members are also running for the SLC during the past month. The ballots, which were distributed a month ago, were tabulated on April 13. The elected members are: Dr. Edward J. Cronin, General Program; Ronald R. Webster, Chairman of the Department of Communication Arts; and Director of the American Studies Program; and Dr. John G. Bartkowski, Psychology.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Mail in or come by observer office for information

HOUSING

House full of furniture, small appliances, etc. $125-150. 1210 Saginaw Ave.

Nord for 3 people to rent home during summer. 8 rooms, 2 full baths, 2 full car garage. 10 minutes from campus. Mr. Patrick, 292-2279 or 335-9905.

2 Apartments for rent during summer months. Furnished, carpeted, freshly painted, air conditioned, has kitchen, living area, bathroom with shower, small hall, and two closets. Call Tom 282-2296.

Apartment for rent during summer months. Furnished, air conditioned, has kitchen, living area, bathroom, garage. $60 month. Call 324-4194.

For rent Thursday, June 6: 1 bedroom, 1 bathroom, excellent condition & location. Has all major appliances, drapes, washer & dryer, carport. $350 month or $229 week. 8 p.m. only.

For rent: June 6: 1 bedroom, 1.5 bathrooms, excellent condition & location. Has all major appliances, washer & dryer, carport, fireplace. Close to Notre Dame. Phone 322-7565.

Climb the Mountain, New, and Affordable, 3.5 bedrooms, 1.5 bathrooms, fully furnished. Close to Notre Dame. Phone 322-3710.

Charles Morey 1428 E. Campbell St.

Townhouse for summer rental, furnished, carpeted, washer and dryer in both, 35 bathrooms, reasonable. Call 299-9350.

To rent/For sale: Apartment for summer only, any location considered, between June 26 and end of August, college campus.

Private stead in Everything for Daniels Sanders, 10500 S. 28th Ave., Los Angeles, 90031.

HELP WANTED

Newly formed wintered company has various representatives who are looking to fill positions in states.

Small commissions for a few hours a week can be fitted easily into your schedule.


Pay: Call (215) 349-9330

Earn an easy $10 in minutes. Call 259-9356 after 6 p.m.

College students with car needed to demonstrate technological equipment and movie equipment guaranteed $100 a week. Top most make $340 working evening $5. Call technicolor sales office 250-6092 for appointment. Anyone interested in trying out for the Irish Guard should report to the 23rd barracks at 4:30 on Monday, April 27th. Must be at least 5'3 in height. For information call Jerry Hogan 3315.

AUTOMOTIVE

For Sale - 44 Mustang, 4 cyl. auto. trans. good condition, great "horse car". Call Ray 324-1456.


CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Mail in or come by Observer office for information

HOUSING

House full of furniture, small appliances, etc. Prefer lump sum 323-2664

Nord for 3 people to rent home during summer. 8 rooms, 2 full baths, 2 full car garage. 10 minutes from campus. Mr. Patrick, 292-2279 or 335-9905.

2 Apartments for rent during summer months. Furnished, carpeted, freshly painted, air conditioned, has kitchen, living area, bathroom, garage. $60 month. Call 324-4194.

For rent: June 6: 1 bedroom, 1 bathroom, excellent condition & location. Has all major appliances, washer & dryer, carport. $350 month or $229 week. 8 p.m. only.

For rent Thursday, June 6: 1 bedroom, 1.5 bathrooms, excellent condition & location. Has all major appliances, washer & dryer, carport, fireplace. Close to Notre Dame. Phone 322-7565.

Climb the Mountain, New, and Affordable, 3.5 bedrooms, 1.5 bathrooms, fully furnished. Close to Notre Dame. Phone 322-3710.

Charles Morey 1428 E. Campbell St.

Townhouse for summer rental, furnished, carpeted, washer and dryer in both, 35 bathrooms, reasonable. Call 299-9350.

To rent/For sale: Apartment for summer only, any location considered, between June 26 and end of August, college campus.

Private stead in Everything for Daniels Sanders, 10500 S. 28th Ave., Los Angeles, 90031.

HELP WANTED

Newly formed wintered company has various representatives who are looking to fill positions in states.

Small commissions for a few hours a week can be fitted easily into your schedule.


Pay: Call (215) 349-9330

Earn an easy $10 in minutes. Call 259-9356 after 6 p.m.

College students with car needed to demonstrate technological equipment and movie equipment guaranteed $100 a week. Top most make $340 working evening $5. Call technicolor sales office 250-6092 for appointment. Anyone interested in trying out for the Irish Guard should report to the 23rd barracks at 4:30 on Monday, April 27th. Must be at least 5'3 in height. For information call Jerry Hogan 3315.

AUTOMOTIVE

For Sale - 44 Mustang, 4 cyl. auto. trans. good condition, great "horse car". Call Ray 324-1456.


TRAVEL

Spend the summer in Europe. Charter leases available for 5-8 people. More than 40 dates available. In T E R N A T I O N A L S T U D E N T S A C A D E M I C S C O M M U N I T Y. Also available: In-country trips, all other benefits (railroad passes, hotel discounts, etc.) For information call Frank 333-9382